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Diagnosing  illnesses,  developing  and  comparing  treatment  methods,  and  conducting  research  on  the
organization  of the peripheral  nervous  system  often  require  the  analysis  of  peripheral  nerve  images  to
quantify  the  number,  myelination,  and  size  of axons  in a nerve.  Current  methods  that  require  manually
labeling  each  axon  can  be extremely  time-consuming  as  a single  nerve  can  contain  thousands  of  axons.
To improve  efficiency,  we  developed  a computer-assisted  axon  identification  and  analysis  method  that  is
capable  of  analyzing  and  measuring  sub-images  covering  the  nerve  cross-section,  acquired  using  a  scan-
ning electron  microscope.  This  algorithm  performs  three  main  procedures  – it first  uses  cross-correlation
to  combine  the  acquired  sub-images  into  a large  image  showing  the  entire  nerve  cross-section,  then
identifies  and  individually  labels  axons  using  a series  of  image  intensity  and  shape  criteria,  and  finally

i An update to this article is included at the end
emi-automated
canning electron microscope

identifies  and  labels  the myelin  sheath  of  each  axon  using  a region  growing  algorithm  with  the  geometric
centers  of  axons  as seeds.  To  ensure  accurate  analysis  of  the image,  we incorporated  manual  supervision
to remove  mislabeled  axons  and  add  missed  axons.  The  typical  user-assisted  processing  time  for  a  two-
megapixel  image  containing  over  2000  axons  was less  than  1 h. This  speed  was  almost  eight  times  faster
than the  time  required  to manually  process  the same  image.  Our  method  has  proven  to  be  well suited
for  identifying  axons  and  their  characteristics,  and  represents  a significant  time  savings  over  traditional

manual  methods.

. Introduction

Peripheral nerves, such as the sciatic nerve in the leg, are
esponsible for the essential task of conducting information about
ensation and movement between the central nervous system and
he rest of the body. Consequently, there are hundreds of stud-
es investigating the structure and function of these nerves, their
eaction to injury, and mechanisms of regrowth. Many of these
tudies rely on measurements of nerve characteristics such as the
umber and size of nerve cell projections known as axons (e.g.
asser and Grundfest, 1939; Hursh, 1939; Edds, 1950; Fried and
ildebrand, 1982; Knox et al., 1989; Wattig et al., 1992; Sullivan
t al., 2003; Demirer et al., 2006). In vertebrates, an insulating
heath known as myelin typically surrounds large axons. Myelin

hickness is related to the speed at which an axon can transmit
lectrical impulses (Rushton, 1951; Arbuthnott et al., 1980b), and
or this reason myelin sheath characteristics are also of interest
Webster, 1971; Arbuthnott et al., 1980a,b; Fried and Hildebrand,
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1982; Fried et al., 1982; Smith et al., 1982; Friede and Beuche, 1985;
Demirer et al., 2006). Axon and myelin characteristics are com-
monly found using images of nerve cross-sections in which the
tissue has been stained to visualize cell membranes and myelin.
These visible structures are then identified and measured. This pro-
cess of identifying and labeling regions of interest in an image is
known as segmentation. Given that a single nerve can contain many
thousands of axons and that an application can require the analysis
of tens or hundreds of nerves (Schmalbruch, 1986; Vogt, 1996), it is
important to develop methods to obtain the needed measurements
efficiently from nerve images.

There are many methods for segmenting images of nerve cross-
sections. Before the advent of computers, photographs of several
representative sample areas from each nerve cross-section were
printed out on large sheets of film or paper, and the axons identi-
fied and measured by hand (Webster, 1971; Hildebrand and Hahn,
1978; Boyd and Kalu, 1979; Arbuthnott et al., 1980a,b; Fraher, 1980;
Fried and Hildebrand, 1982; Fried et al., 1982). By extrapolating

from these sample areas to the whole nerve, the axonal character-
istics of the nerve were approximated. Due to the time-consuming
nature of this completely manual method, it was generally not
feasible to analyze the entire nerve cross-section but only small
sections.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jneumeth.2011.07.026
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01650270
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jneumeth
mailto:hmore@sfu.ca
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With the advent of more advanced computer technology, it
as possible to manually identify and trace each axon in sev-

ral representative sample areas using a computerized stylus or
ablet on a printout or computer screen, and then program the
omputer to calculate the relevant measurements (Dunn et al.,
975; Bronson and Hedley-Whyte, 1977; Karnes et al., 1977; Smith
t al., 1982; Friede and Beuche, 1985; Friede, 1986; Schmalbruch,
986; Ewart et al., 1989; Hoffmeister et al., 1991). As hardware
nd software improvements continue to be made and new types
f algorithms are developed, it has become possible to automati-
ally identify, rather than manually trace, most or all of the axons
n digital images. Algorithms using techniques such as template

atching (Frykman et al., 1979), edge detection (Ellis et al., 1980;
immerman et al., 1980; Usson et al., 1991), active contours (Fok
t al., 1996), zonal graphs (Romero et al., 2000), neural networks
Jurrus et al., 2010), and region growing (Zhao et al., 2010) have
een produced to automatically identify axons and myelin in nerve

mages based on their shape or grey-level characteristics. These
ethods are faster than manual techniques, allowing more sample

reas to be analyzed – for example, the measurement of 1000 axons
an be reduced from 1 day to 1 h (Usson et al., 1991). In some cases,
specially in the case of smaller nerves, these more efficient meth-
ds allow analysis of all axons in the nerve cross-section (Usson
t al., 1991; Romero et al., 2000; Weyn et al., 2005). There have
ven been several studies using advanced segmentation techniques
o identify and track axons in three-dimensional image sets (Jeong
t al., 2009; Jurrus et al., 2010). Still, many approaches require spe-
ialized equipment, such proprietary analysis systems (e.g. Hunter
t al., 2007). Few methods are entirely automated as some form
f user input, for example manual addition or deletion of axons, is
enerally required to ensure accuracy. In fact, because of the inher-
nt variability present in biological samples, manual confirmation
f the results through the process of supervised segmentation is
ften desirable (Zimmerman et al., 1980; Auer, 1994).

Analyzing several sample areas from a nerve, rather than whole-
erve images, to obtain values representative of the whole nerve
an introduce bias into the results. Because of their size, larger
xons are more likely to intersect the edge of the sample area and
e cut off, making the results biased towards small fibers (Larsen,
998). As well, the size distribution of axons can vary in different
arts of the nerve, with some areas having a higher percentage of

arge axons and other areas having a higher percentage of small
xons (Saxod et al., 1985; Torch et al., 1989a).  While these prob-
ems can be ameliorated by using more and larger sample areas, and
ppropriate sampling strategies, accuracy and effectiveness could
e greatly improved by analyzing all axons within a nerve rather
han extrapolating whole-nerve values from a limited number of
ample areas (Saxod et al., 1985; Torch et al., 1989a).

Most work on segmentation of nerve images has focused on light
icroscope images (Dunn et al., 1975; Frykman et al., 1979; Ellis

t al., 1980; Zimmerman et al., 1980; Usson et al., 1991; Auer, 1994;
ezin et al., 1994; Campadelli et al., 1999; Romero et al., 2000;
eyn et al., 2005; Urso-Baiarda and Grobbelaar, 2006; Hunter et al.,

007) or, less commonly, transmission electron microscope (TEM)
mages (Vogt, 1996; Vogt and Trenkle, 1998; Jurrus et al., 2010;
hao et al., 2010). Light microscopy uses easily available low-cost
quipment, while TEM is higher-cost and requires more specialized
quipment but is capable of very high-resolution images (Bronson
t al., 1978). Both these methods require samples to be cut into thin
lices, which can be very difficult in large-diameter nerves. In addi-
ion, TEM imaging is only possible for samples of less than 3 mm in
iameter, which would require large-diameter nerves to be divided
nto several smaller samples. A good alternative to light microscopy
nd TEM is the use of a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Unlike
EM imaging, which produces images by detecting electrons passed
hrough the sample, SEM imaging produces images by detecting
ce Methods 201 (2011) 149– 158

electrons bounced off the surface of the sample. This technique
allows thicker sections to be imaged than either of the previous
two methods and can therefore be used to effectively image larger-
diameter nerves in which thin sections would be difficult to prepare
without specialized equipment. It is also capable of imaging sam-
ple areas of several centimeters in diameter, eliminating the need
to divide large-diameter nerve samples. While there have been a
number of segmentation and analysis methods developed for light
microscope and TEM images, to our knowledge, there has been no
robust method developed to analyze whole-nerve images acquired
using an SEM.

Our goal was  to develop an efficient method for quantifying axon
and myelin size distributions in an image of an entire nerve cross-
section. We  chose SEM imaging to enable examination of an entire
nerve cross-section including those of nerves that are very large.
For ease of use, we required that our algorithm be simple, intu-
itive, and not necessitate the use of proprietary software. To ensure
accuracy and enable operator verification, we chose a supervised
semi-automated method to segment axons and myelin in the SEM
images, then used the resulting data to determine nerve fiber num-
ber, size, and myelination. In the remainder of this paper, we  first
present details of our method’s six main steps: image acquisition,
image stitching, axon segmentation, myelin segmentation, quality
control, and data output. We  then demonstrate the method’s per-
formance in analyzing a single rat fascicle and discuss its strengths
and limitations.

2. Methods

2.1. Image acquisition

Following standard methods of sample preparation, we
acquired sciatic nerve samples from a rat perfused with fixative
containing 4% paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde then fur-
ther preserved the samples in the same fixative before staining
them with osmium tetroxide and embedding them in plastic resin
(More et al., 2010). A Bausch & Lomb 2100 Nanolab SEM imaged
the embedded nerves at 1665× magnification to obtain 512 × 477
pixel images. The microscope scanned at 10 kV using a spot size of
7, the ‘low 6’ resolution setting, and the backscatter detector. Prior
to nerve imaging, we  confirmed the accuracy of the microscope
scalebar with a standard test sample of known size. Nerves had
total diameters of approximately 1.75 mm,  with fascicle diameters
ranging from approximately 0.1 mm to approximately 1 mm.  Due
to instrument limitations, we could not acquire one single image
of the entire nerve cross-section but instead scanned through the
cross-section to obtain a set of overlapping sub-images with iden-
tical size and resolution. The amount of overlap on each side of
each sub-image was  approximately 12–20% of the sub-image size
to allow sufficient overlap to align adjacent images and allow crop-
ping.

2.2. Image stitching

SEM imaging produced a set of sub-images for each nerve
cross-section which fit together in an overlapping grid-like fash-
ion, with the approximate position of each sub-image known. The
edges of the sub-images were cropped before further processing to
remove presence of edge distortion. To combine the cropped sub-
images into one image showing the entire nerve cross-section, we
developed an algorithm which used normalized cross-correlation

to align the sub-images and stitch them together into a single
image (Fig. 1). While other studies have reported more sophisti-
cated image stitching methods (Tasdizen et al., 2010; Vogt and
Trenkle, 1998), we found that cross-correlation was  simple, fast,
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ig. 1. Stitching of sub-images for one rat fascicle. Overlapping scanning electron 

titched  together using cross-correlation into one image of the entire fascicle (right

nd accurate for our images. To accomplish this, each sub-image
as compared to an overlapping section of the neighboring sub-

mage. This overlapping section was termed the template. The
emplate was translated over the entire area of its neighboring sub-
mage, termed the target, with the position of the target remaining
xed. A normalized cross-correlation index describing the similar-

ty of pixel values between the overlapping regions of the template
nd the target was calculated at each translation (Haralick and
hapiro, 1992; Lewis, 1995). We  considered only translations, as
he position of the sample was held fixed throughout the imaging
rocess. The optimal position of the template with respect to the
arget was the position at which the normalized cross-correlation
ndex was maximal. This optimal position was used to stitch the
ub-images together so that there was the highest similarity pos-
ible between the overlapping regions. Mathematically, if I0 and
1 are the template and target, respectively, the normalized cross-
orrelation of these images as a function of their relative horizontal
osition u and vertical position v is given by:

ormalized cross-correlation(u, v)

=
∑

x,y(I0(x − u, y − v)Ī0(u, v))(I1(x, y) − Ī1(u, v))
∑

x,y(I0(x − u, y − v) − I0(u, v))2∑
x,y(I1(x, y) − I1(u, v))2)

here Ī0(u, v) and Ī1(u, v) are the mean pixel values of the template
nd target, respectively, over the overlap region and are expressed
s a function of displacement position. The algorithm first aligned
ll sub-images in each row, then aligned the rows with each other
o create the final image.
.3. Axon segmentation

Stitched images showing entire nerve fascicles were identi-
ed and labeled using a combination of automatic and manual
scope (SEM) images are taken sequentially to cover the entire fascicle (left), then
mages are shown at the same scale.

techniques, referred to as supervised segmentation. We  manually
cropped each stitched fascicle image to remove extraneous sur-
rounding information and analyzed each fascicle individually to
enable slight adjustments of parameter values such as thresholds.
The steps of our algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 2.

Images of nerve cross-sections acquired using an SEM show
axons as dark areas surrounded by a lighter ring of myelin, all on
a grey background. These intensity characteristics can be used to
automatically identify axons and myelin using a series of morpho-
logical operations to transform images. Morphological operations
transform images by iteratively carrying out set operations (such
as the union, intersection, or complement) between the image and
a smaller geometric shape (such as a circle or square) known as
a structuring element. The four basic morphological operations
are dilation which expands light areas, erosion which shrinks light
areas, opening which removes small light areas by performing ero-
sion followed by dilation, and closing which removes small dark
areas by performing dilation followed by erosion. Combinations of
morphological operations are commonly used to identify particles
in various types of applications, but comparatively few studies have
focused on using these concepts to analyze nerve images (Torch
et al., 1989b; Vogt, 1996; McCreery et al., 1997; Vogt and Trenkle,
1998; Romero et al., 2000; Hunter et al., 2007).

Morphological reconstructions transform images using a
sequence of morphological and set operations. One image, denoted
the marker, is dilated or eroded before being compared to the
second image, denoted the mask. Areas present in both images
are retained in the marker, whereas areas present only in one of
the images are not. This process is repeated, with each successive
dilation or erosion being compared to the mask, until there is no

further change in the marker image. The typical structuring ele-
ment for these procedures is a nine-element square which defines
connectivity – the central element denotes a representative pixel
of the image and the eight surrounding elements denote the eight
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Fig. 2. Axon and myelin segmentation. The original greyscale image is first de-noised (a), then thresholded to convert it to black and white (b). Any remaining small white
areas  are removed, and the complement is taken (c). Three criteria are used to determine which white connected components are potential axons: first, they must be within
a  certain size range (d); second, they must have a perimeter to area ratio below a given threshold (e); and third, they must have a low average grey level (f). White connected
components meeting these criteria are labeled as potential axons, coloured to enable visualization, and overlaid on the original image for verification by the user (g). Through
a  graphical user interface, the user is then able to manually remove areas which are not axons (h) and manually add axons which have been missed (i). Using these final
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xon  labels, the algorithm scans radially outwards from the center of each axon to fi
espective myelin area to give labeled nerve fibers (k).

urrounding pixels. These eight elements can each have a value of
ither 1, meaning the respective pixel is considered connected to
he center pixel, or 0, meaning the respective pixel is not considered
onnected to the center pixel. The two basic types of morpholog-
cal reconstruction are morphological reconstruction by dilation in

hich the marker is dilated at each iteration, and morphological
econstruction by erosion in which the marker is eroded at each

teration.

Due to the system noise of the SEM, we observed scattered
rey-level variations throughout the images. This noise was  likely
aused by a combination of factors including biological and chemi-
e surrounding myelin (j). Finally, the labeled area of each axon is combined with its

cal variability in the tissue, slight changes in electron emission and
detection produced by electrical interference and thermal activity,
and small differences in detector sensitivity. The noise decreased
the clarity of the boundary between each axon and its surround-
ing myelin and reduced the uniformity of pixel values within these
areas, effects detrimental for accurate segmentation.

To improve accuracy, we used a series of combined morpholog-

ical operations and morphological reconstructions to de-noise the
stitched image before segmentation (Fig. 2(a)) (Vincent, 1993). Our
algorithm performed one morphological reconstruction by dilation
using an eroded version of the original image as the marker and
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Fig. 3. Examples of the various shapes and sizes of axons detected automatically
with our algorithm. We used axon perimeter-to-area ratio as a metric of shape,
with axons having more convoluted shapes also having a higher ratio of edge pix-
H.L. More et al. / Journal of Neuro

he original image as the mask. It then dilated the resulting image
nd performed a second morphological reconstruction by dilation,
sing the complement of the dilated image as the marker and the
omplement of the first reconstruction as the mask. The comple-
ent of the result was  the de-noised image. The overall result

f this de-noising process was to remove small localized areas of
igher or lower intensity (noise) and instead bring the intensities
f these areas closer to that of the surrounding image. Image de-
oising based on morphological reconstruction has the advantage
f reducing noise while preserving edges in the image. This is unlike
ask-based filtering methods, such as the commonly used Gaus-

ian filter, which rely on convolution and can potentially smooth
bject edges making subsequent segmentation more difficult.

After reconstruction, our algorithm identified and labeled
otential axons in the de-noised image. SEM cross-section images
how axons as areas of dark grey (low intensity value) pixels and
he surrounding myelin as lighter (high intensity value) pixels.
he background area between the myelinated axons has a grey-
evel value between that of the axons and myelin. Our method set
ll grey-level values below a user-defined threshold to black and
ll grey-level values above this threshold to white, thus convert-
ng the greyscale image into a black and white image – known
s a binary image – showing potential axons as black areas on

 white background (Fig. 2(b)). The algorithm removed all white
reas too small to represent myelin. It then inverted the image by
aking its complement, so that the potential axons were shown as
hite areas (known as connected components) on a black back-

round (Fig. 2(c)). With this method, our algorithm could identify
he majority of axons. However, because the grey-level values of the
xons and background can be similar, some background areas were
islabeled as potential axons. To reduce the mislabeling of con-

ected components, we used prior knowledge of axon properties
o add the following inclusion/exclusion rules:

. Number of pixels in a connected component

Myelinated axons have a finite range of possible sizes – a con-
ected component with size outside this user-defined range is
ot an axon, and therefore designated as part of the background
Fig. 2(d)).

. Shape of a connected component

Axons generally have approximately round shapes, while
ackground areas can have much more convoluted shapes. We
easured the degree of roundness using the parameter R = p/A,
here p is the number of pixels on the perimeter of a connected

omponent and A is the total area in pixels of that component. With
 user-defined upper limit of R for axons above a given size, com-
onents with shapes closer to round have smaller R values and
re designated as axons, whereas components with more convo-
uted shapes have larger R values and are designated as part of the
ackground (Fig. 2(e)). Examples of axons with different sizes and
elative R values are shown in Fig. 3.

. Average grey-level value of a connected component

Axons are generally shown as areas of dark grey (low intensity
alue) pixels in the SEM image, whereas background sections are
enerally shown as areas of lighter grey (higher intensity value)

ixels. To refine the initial axon identification, which relied only
n the grey-level values of individual pixels, we found the aver-
ge grey-level value of each connected component and designated
ll components with an average value greater than a user-defined
els  to total pixels. Here, axon perimeter-to-area ratio increases from bottom to
top, whereas axon size increases from left to right. Pixels on the perimeter of the
identified axon are coloured red.

threshold as part of the background and all components with aver-
age grey-levels below this threshold as axons (Fig. 2(f)).

2.4. Myelin segmentation

Once the axons were identified, we  used this information to
identify the surrounding myelin (Fig. 2(j)). Starting from the geo-
metric center of each identified axon, our method scanned for
changes in image intensity along lines radiating outward. Myelin
labeling along each scan line began when the radial outward scan
line exited the labeled axon area, and terminated when a change in
pixel grey-level from high to low, indicating the outer boundary of
myelin, was  detected. The length of the scanning line, defined by
the user, was constrained to be within physiological limits to pre-
vent labeling the myelin of other axons in the case of two  myelin
areas touching. Upon completion of one scan line, the angle of the
scan was incremented and the scan repeated until all 360◦ of myelin
surrounding one axon were scanned. Once this procedure was per-
formed on all axons, morphological closing with a small structuring
element was  used to smooth and fill in any small gaps in the labeled
myelin. A conceptually similar procedure has been previously pro-
posed in the context of cardiac wall segmentation in ultrasound
images, denoted as the star algorithm (Yao et al., 2004).

2.5. Quality control

To increase the usability of our method and visualize the com-
puted results, we integrated our algorithms into a user interface
which included the ability to input parameters, display the image,
and manually correct segmentation results by adding or deleting
labeled axons. Input parameters, along with their typical values, are
shown in Table 1. Once the segmentation algorithm was complete,

automatically segmented axon and myelin areas were colour-
labeled for visibility and overlaid on the original image (Fig. 2(g)
and (j)). This visualization step was critical to allow the user to
evaluate the effectiveness of the chosen parameters and manually
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Table 1
Algorithm input parameters for semi-automated segmention, and their typical val-
ues. Axon binary threshold defines a threshold for greyscale to binary conversion, and
is  expressed as a percentage of the greyscale intensity range. Myelin area defines the
minimum area of regions above threshold for potential myelin areas to be consid-
ered  myelin rather than noise. Minimum and maximum axon diameters define the
allowable size range of axon areas, expressed as the diameter of a circle with equiv-
alent area to that of the axon. Axon major axis defines the maximum diameter across
any part of the axon. Axon perimeter:area (p:A) ratio defines the maximum allowable
ratio value for axons having areas greater than the minimum size (Size to enforce p:A
ratio)  in which to enforce this criterion. Fraction of greyscale range to keep defines
the  fraction of potential axons to keep after sorting them by their average grey level.
Angle to rotate defines the angle between adjacent radial search lines when imple-
menting myelin identification using the star algorithm. Gradient at fiber boundary
defines the minimum change in grey level between two adjacent pixels required
to  signal the edge of a myelin sheath. Total fiber diameter defines the maximum
diameter across any part of the nerve fiber. Myelin thickness defines the maximum
myelin thickness as a proportion of axon diameter. Structuring element radius defines
the  radius of the structuring element used in morphological closing to smooth the
labeled myelin sheath.

Parameter Typical value Units

Axon binary threshold 0.88
Myelin area (minimum) 1.2 �m2

Axon diameter (minimum) 1.0 �m
Axon diameter (maximum) 25 �m
Axon major axis (maximum) 25 �m
Axon perimeter:area ratio (maximum) 0.4
Size to enforce p:A ratio (minimum) 6.0 �m
Fraction of greyscale range to keep 0.75
Angle to rotate �/120 radians
Gradient at fiber boundary (minimum) 35
Total fiber diameter (maximum) 30 �m
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Table 2
Performance characteristics of supervised segmentation algorithm. The top section
of  the table shows the time of each step, and the bottom section shows the num-
ber of axons identified in relevant procedures. Processing times include the time
needed to stitch and crop the image as well as perform automatic segmentation
and  manual correction, whereas segmentation times include only the time needed
to  perform automatic segmentation and manual correction. For comparison with
our  supervised method, we also present data obtained from manual analysis of the
same fascicle, in which all nerve fibers were identified by tracing their outer edge
by  hand. Predicted whole-nerve segmentation time is based on a nerve having an
area 4.5 times as large as the fascicle we analyzed. False positives are background
areas mislabeled as axons by the automatic axon segmentation procedure, whereas
false negatives are axons mislabeled as background.

Time (s) Time (h:min:s)

Time to automatically stitch 12 00:00:12
Time to manually crop 206 00:03:26
Time to automatically segment axons 8 00:00:08
Time to manually delete axons 856 00:14:16
Time to manually add axons 2351 00:39:11
Time to automatically segment myelin 44 00:00:44
Total processing time, one fascicle

(supervised method)
3477 00:57:57

Total fiber segmentation time, one fascicle
(supervised method)

3259 00:54:19

Total fiber segmentation time, one fascicle
(manual method)

25,445 07:04:05

Predicted fiber segmentation time, whole
nerve (supervised method)

14,666 04:04:26

Predicted fiber segmentation time, whole
nerve (manual method)

114,503 31:48:23

# axons

Initially identified 1963
Correctly identified 1694
False positives 269
False negatives 316
Total in fascicle (supervised method) 2010
Total in fascicle (manual method) 2025
Predicted total in whole nerve (supervised

method)
9045
Myelin thickness (maximum) 0.333
Structuring element radius 1 pixels

orrect axon labels. We  developed manual correction tools for the
eletion and addition of axons – based on prior knowledge of axon
ppearance, the user manually deleted axons by identifying misla-
eled areas (Fig. 2(h)), and manually added axons by tracing their
utline with similar accuracy to the algorithm (Fig. 2(i)). Using our
anual correction methods and user interface, we  corrected the

nevitable errors in automatic segmentation before finalizing data
or statistical analysis.

.6. Output

Upon completion, our method had quantified the location
nd size of all myelinated axons and their corresponding myelin
heaths. We  used this information to calculate the size of each
yelinated nerve fiber as the diameter of a circle with equiva-

ent area to the sum of the corresponding axon and myelin areas
Fig. 2(k)). Equivalent circle diameter was chosen as a measure
f nerve fiber size because, in addition to being the most accu-
ate method (Karnes et al., 1977), diameter is directly correlated
ith physiological properties of axons such as conduction velocity

Gasser and Grundfest, 1939; Hursh, 1939; Rushton, 1951). Since
iameter is a commonly used size measure (Karnes et al., 1977; Ellis
t al., 1980) this also allowed us to compare our measurements to
hose found in other studies. As well, we used the quantified infor-

ation to calculate the total number of myelinated nerve fibers and
xtremes of myelinated nerve fiber size.

.7. Performance

To illustrate the performance of these methods, we report
esults from the supervised semi-automated analysis of one

verage-sized fascicle, approximately 0.5 mm in diameter, from
ne rat sciatic nerve. We  compare the results obtained using our
emi-automated method with those obtained using a completely
anual method in which we manually traced the outline of each
Predicted total in whole nerve (manual
method)

9113

nerve fiber using a stylus and graphics tablet (Wacom Graphire
4, Wacom Co., Ltd., Saitama, Japan). The segmentation results are
shown in Fig. 4, and performance metrics for each stage of anal-
ysis are given in Table 2. We  implemented both semi-automated
and manual methods in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick MA) and per-
formed all analyses on a PC with a 3.40 GHz Pentium D processor
and 2GB of RAM. We  manually deleted and added axons using a
stylus and graphics tablet.

3. Results

To cover the entire fascicle, we collected 45 SEM images and
stitched them together using our normalized cross-correlation
algorithm (Fig. 4(a)). Of the 2010 axons ultimately identified in the
fascicle (Fig. 4(b)), our automated axon segmentation algorithm
correctly identified 84.3%, leaving 15.7% of axons unidentified –
these false negatives were added using our manual correction tools.
Of the 1963 potential axons initially identified by our automated
axon segmentation algorithm, 13.4% were in fact background areas
– these false positives were deleted using our manual correction
tools. Our semi-automated method and the completely manual
method identified 2010 axons and 2025 axons, respectively – a 0.5%
difference.

After all axons had been identified, our automated myelin seg-
mentation algorithm identified myelin surrounding 98.5% of the

axons (Fig. 4(c)). The identified myelin was not always accurate,
however. In cases where cracks appeared in the myelin, the algo-
rithm ceased labeling at the crack. In cases where the boundary
between myelin and background was  indistinct, or where two
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Fig. 4. Axon and myelin segmentation result for one rat fascicle. Following sub-image stitching (Fig. 1), we  manually cropped the resulting image to remove extraneous
surrounding information and give the original greyscale image (a) input into our algorithm. Our algorithm automatically identified the axons in the original image, after
w l corre
e ified t
m n. Fin
o nal im

m
p
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i
a
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t

hich  we  removed misidentified axons and added missing axons using our manua
nabled visual evaluation of segmentation. Our algorithm then automatically ident
yelin  labels on the original image, as shown in (c), again allowed visual evaluatio

btain  labeled nerve fibers. We overlaid the resulting nerve fiber labels on the origi

yelin sheaths touched, the algorithm often continued labeling
ast the outer myelin border. Myelin surrounding 1.5% of axons was
ot identified. The majority of these axons had convoluted shapes

n which the geometric center did not fall within the labeled axon
rea. Myelinated nerve fibers are shown as the merging of labeled

xon and myelin areas in Fig. 4(d), with a histogram illustrating
yelinated nerve fiber size distribution shown in Fig. 5.
As the number of axons in an image can vary, we  found it useful

o express the speed of our algorithm steps on a per-axon basis
ction tools. Overlaying the final axon labels on the original image, as shown in (b),
he myelin surrounding each axon using a star algorithm. Overlaying the resulting
ally, we combined each labeled axon with its respective labeled myelin sheath to
age, as shown in (d).

in addition to reporting the overall speed of our method. Auto-
matic identification of each potential axon by our algorithm took
approximately 4 ms  per axon, while manual deletion of one axon
took approximately 3.2 s and manual addition took just over 7.4 s
per axon. After axon identification, automatic myelin identifica-

tion took approximately 22 ms  per axon. The total time required
to fully process the sample image was just under 1 h, including
manual correction. Stitching the sub-images together comprised
0.3% of this time, manually cropping the fascicle comprised 5.9%,
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ters of all 2010 nerve fibers in the fascicle are displayed as a histogram to allow
valuation of nerve fiber size distribution.

utomatic segmentation comprised 0.2%, and manual deletion and
ddition comprised 24.6% and 67.6%, respectively. Identification
f myelin comprised the remaining 1.3% of segmentation time.
ur supervised segmentation method was approximately 7.8 times

aster than completely manual segmentation of the entire fascicle,
educing the time required for the analysis of all nerve fibers in the
ascicle from over 7 h to under 1 h. After automatic stitching of sub-
mages and cropping, we estimate that the time needed to segment
he entire nerve (approximately 4.5 times the area of the fascicle)
ould be approximately 4.5 times as long, taking roughly 4 h using

ur supervised segmentation method as compared to almost 32 h
sing manual segmentation methods.

. Discussion

Our supervised segmentation method is efficient. With a 7.8-
old increase in speed over traditional manual segmentation

ethods as well as the ability to identify both axon and myelin char-
cteristics in every axon of a nerve, it markedly reduces the time
nd effort needed to analyze SEM images of nerve cross sections.
he quality control tools help users quickly identify and correct any
rrors made by the algorithm, as well as visually evaluate the accu-
acy of the results. Due to our algorithm’s ability to stitch together
ultiple SEM images into one larger image showing a whole nerve

r fascicle cross-section, our method allows us to analyze an entire
erve or fascicle at one time. This eliminates the need to sample
nly a few regions of the nerve, reducing sampling error and pro-
ucing more accurate data. While a time savings of over 27 h for
mall nerves (containing on the order of 104 axons) is quite sub-
tantial, we anticipate that the time savings for very large nerves
containing on the order of 105 axons) (More et al., 2010) will be
ven more impressive, potentially saving months of work.

One of the major advantages of our algorithm is its simplicity
nd ease of implementation. Methods of segmentation previously
eveloped to analyze nerve images often use complex algorithms

nvolving zonal graphs (Romero et al., 2000), clustering (Campadelli
t al., 1999), and bit-plane analysis (Hunter et al., 2007). In con-
rast, our algorithm uses only basic morphological operators and
econstructions, making it highly customizable, computationally

fficient, and easy to understand and execute in a wide range
f software programs. Additionally, the input parameters for the
utomated portions of our algorithm are based on physiological
roperties, making them intuitive and our method easy to learn.
ce Methods 201 (2011) 149– 158

These factors allow almost anyone to employ our segmentation
method without the investment of a large amount of time and
money. Our method provides a straightforward workflow that most
clinicians and researchers can use. While our method has a slightly
longer analysis time than some others (Romero et al., 2000; Hunter
et al., 2007), its use of SEM imaging and simplicity of implemen-
tation make it a worthy addition to existing methods of nerve
segmentation.

Applying our method to a sample rat sciatic nerve produces
results similar to those of other researchers. Our results demon-
strate the classic bimodal distribution of myelinated fibers in
peripheral nerves (Bronson et al., 1978), and the shape of our his-
togram (Fig. 5) is similar to that obtained in previous studies of
the rat sciatic nerve (Schmalbruch, 1986). Although nerve fibers
found by our algorithm are larger on average than those in other
studies (Schmalbruch, 1986; Hunter et al., 2007), we attribute this
to the nature of the sample used rather than to any error in our
algorithm. The sample included several regions of large elongated
axons, and because our method identifies and measures every axon
in the nerve rather than several representative areas these outliers
will tend to skew our distribution towards larger axon sizes. In fact,
we view this as a strength of our method – rather than extrapolat-
ing from a limited sample set, as in most other studies, all axons,
including those with noncircular or irregular shapes are identified.
Our results predict a total of slightly more than 9100 axons in the
rat sciatic nerve, which is within the range of axon numbers found
in other studies (Schmalbruch, 1986).

Although our method is an improvement over existing methods,
it is not without limitations. Our axon segmentation algorithm is
very efficient and automatically identifies the majority of axons, but
there are still quite a few false positives (background areas identi-
fied as axons) and false negatives (missed axons). This underscores
the need for supervision of segmentation – the inherent variabil-
ity in biological samples means that manual input, rather than a
completely automated method, is required to get accurate results.
Accurate tuning of parameters helps to reduce the total number of
false positives and false negatives. It is important to note that the
time required to re-analyze the image after each iterative adjust-
ment is only 8 s, making parameter tuning a rapid process.

Our myelin segmentation algorithm is based on three assump-
tions: firstly that the thickness of myelin around each axon varies
only within a small range, secondly that the myelin surrounding dif-
ferent axons does not touch each other, and thirdly that there are
no cracks, clefts, or excessive noise in the myelin. However, these
assumptions are not always true. In the first case, if the myelin
thickness is very irregular the algorithm may  underestimate the
thickness of wider myelin areas. In the second case, if the myelin of
different axons touches each other the algorithm may  not detect the
boundary between the two  myelin areas and may  fail to stop scan-
ning, resulting in an overestimation of myelin area. In the third case,
the algorithm may  detect the myelin boundary too soon, resulting
in an underestimation of myelin area. Setting a maximum myelin
thickness helps solve the second problem, but makes the first prob-
lem worse. Similarly, raising the gradient threshold for detecting
the edge of the myelin helps solve the third problem but makes
the second problem worse. More sophisticated methods such as
active contours (Fok et al., 1996) may  help solve these problems and
improve accuracy by growing a continuous smooth line outward
from the axon perimeter and using criteria based on smoothness
and thickness to detect when the outer myelin edge is reached.

Like most automated image segmentation methods, the per-
formance of our method depends heavily on image quality. Due

to variability in tissue characteristics, small but unavoidable dif-
ferences in nerve processing between animals, and sample height
differences in the SEM itself, images acquired from each nerve are
slightly different. Differences in contrast between axons, myelin,
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nd background are the most common, and differences in noise
evel are also present. This variation requires manual adjustment
f parameters for each image to achieve the highest accuracy,
owever each adjustment can be made very quickly due to our
lgorithm’s speed. A potentially productive future area of research
s the development of an automated method to optimize parameter
alues using training data, for example a small manually segmented
ection of the nerve image.

In addition to our presented data on total nerve fiber size,
ther characteristics such as nerve fiber shape, spatial distribu-
ion of nerve fiber sizes throughout the fascicle and nerve, and the
xon/myelin ratio are readily available for output from our method.
hese techniques therefore have the potential to be useful for a
ide range of applications including studies of nerve structure,

unction, and response to injury. The high efficiency of our method
nables the fast, accurate, and comprehensive study of nerves from
umans and other large animals which are currently not feasi-
le. Because whole-nerve analysis measures nerve characteristics
irectly, rather than approximating them from small sample areas,

 more accurate description of the nerve fiber population within the
erve is possible and may  allow the identification of subtle differ-
nces between specimens. This is especially useful for clinical and
omparative studies, and may  greatly enhance the understanding
f nervous system organization and function.
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